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ABSTRACT
Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) presents several chal-
lenges and has been subject to extensive research from many
domains, such as image processing or database systems.
Database researchers are concerned with indexing and query-
ing, whereas image processing experts worry about extract-
ing appropriate image descriptors. Comparatively little work
has been done on designing user interfaces for CBIR systems.
This, in turn, has a profound effect on these systems since
the concept of image similarity is strongly influenced by user
perception. This paper describes an initial effort to fill this
gap, combining recent research in CBIR and Information Vi-
sualization, studied from a Human-Computer Interface per-
spective. It presents two visualization techniques based on
Spiral and Concentric Rings implemented in a CBIR system
to explore query results. The approach is centered on keep-
ing user focus on both the query image, and the most simi-
lar retrieved images. Experiments conducted so far suggest
that the proposed visualization strategies improves system
usability.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [INFORMATION INTERFACES AND PRE-
SENTATION]: User Interfaces—Interaction styles; H.2.8
[DATABASE MANAGEMENT]: Database Applications—
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AND RETRIEVAL]: Information Search and Retrieval—
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1. INTRODUCTION
Advances in data storage and image acquisition technolo-

gies have enabled the creation of large image datasets. In or-
der to deal with these data, it is necessary to develop appro-
priate information systems to efficiently manage these col-
lections. The most common retrieval approach is to attach
textual metadata to each image and use traditional database
query techniques to retrieve by keyword. An alternative are
the so-called CBIR systems. Basically, these systems try
to retrieve images similar to a user-defined specification or
pattern (e.g. shape sketch, image example). Their goal is
to support image retrieval based on content properties, e.g.
shape, color or texture [16]. Research in CBIR systems is
multidisciplinary and ranges from finding appropriate index-
ing and storage schemes for images, to cognitive problems in
query specification. From the user’s perspective, CBIR sys-
tems offer more flexibility in specifying queries than those
based on metadata. On the other hand, they present new
challenges. The first is how to interpret a query – e.g, when
a user provides an image as input, what are the similarity
criteria to be used. Another problem is information over-
load – how to present the result to the user in a meaningful
way. A third issue is that of providing users with tools to
interact with the system in order to refine their query.

Typically, the result of a query is a set of images, dis-
played in an Image Browser. Unfortunately, these sets are
usually large, so a browsing activity must be performed.
The most common result presentation technique is based on
showing a two-dimensional grid of thumbnail (miniature)
image versions [8, 12]. The grid is organized according to
the similarity of each returned image with the query pattern
(e.g. from left to right, from top to bottom). It is a n × m

matrix, where position (1, 1) is occupied by a thumbnail of
the query pattern, position (1, 2) by the one most similar to
it, and so on. This helps browsing, allowing users to simply
scan the grid image set as if they were reading a text [13].
This approach, however, displays retrieved images of dif-
ferent similarity degree at the same physical distance from
the image query: e.g., images (1, 2) and (2, 1) are displayed
at the same physical distance from the query pattern, but
the former is more similar to it than the latter. Other dis-
play approaches try to consider relative similarity not only
between the query pattern and each retrieved image, but
also among all retrieved images themselves [14, 17]. These
initiatives have the drawback that visually similar images
which are placed next to each other can sometimes appear
to merge or overlap, making them less eye-catching than if
they were separated [13].
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This paper presents a new approach to these user inter-
action problems. This approach is based on adopting recent
findings in Information Visualization techniques to provide
users with semantically meaningful result presentations, and
new kinds of interaction mechanisms. Information Visual-
ization is an important field within the domain of Human-
Computer Interface (HCI) that aims at studying the use of
computer-supported, interactive, and visual representations
of abstract data to amplify cognition [3, 5, 15].

The main contributions of this paper are the following:

• presentation of two visualization techniques based on
spiral and concentric rings for exploring query results
in an image database. These techniques provide users
new means of ranking similar images while at the same
time avoid image overlap;

• description of a CBIR prototype developed which in-
corporates these visualization paradigms. The visual-
ization and interaction properties of the prototype are
based on the reference model described in [3].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
characterizes the content-based image retrieval process. Sec-
tion 3 describes the proposed visualization techniques. Sec-
tion 4 presents implementation details. Section 5 discusses
related work. Section 6 presents conclusions and ongoing
work.

2. CONTENT-BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL
SYSTEMS

CBIR is centered on the notion of image similarity – given
an image database with a large number of images, a user
wants to retrieve the set of images which are most “similar”
to a query pattern (usually an image). Similarity computa-
tion relies on the notion of image descriptors. Descriptors
are defined as feature vectors whose fields contain values
that encode characteristics of an image – e.g. color or tex-
ture properties. Similarity between two images is computed
by measuring the distance between their feature vectors, us-
ing specific distance functions. Usually, the degree of sim-
ilarity of an image is defined as an inverse function of the
distance metric, that is, the larger the distance value, the
less similar the image is.

Usually, two kinds of queries are supported by CBIR sys-
tems [6]. In a K-nearest neighbor query (KNNQ), the user
specifies the number k of images to be retrieved closest to
the query pattern. In a range query (RQ), the user defines
a search radius r and wants to retrieve all database images
whose distance to the query pattern is less than r.

Figure 1 shows an overview of a image database retrieval
system. The interface allows a user to specify a query by
means of a query pattern and to visualize the retrieved sim-
ilar images. The query-processing module extracts a feature
vector from a query pattern and applies a metric distance
(such as the euclidean distance) to evaluate the similarity
between the query image and the database images. Next,
it ranks the database images according to their similarity
and forwards the most similar ones to the interface module.
Database images are often indexed according to their fea-
ture vectors using structures such as the M-tree [6] to speed
up retrieval and distance computation.

Interface

Similar Images

Ranking

Image Database

Query−processing
Module

Extraction

Visualization

Computation

Query Pattern

Similarity

Query Specification

Feature Vector

Figure 1: Typical image database retrieval system.

This paper focuses on the interface layer. It uses Infor-
mation Visualization techniques to enhance similarity com-
prehension and user interaction in a CBIR system.

3. VISUAL STRUCTURES PROPOSED
Information Visualization is a very important area in HCI.

It can amplify cognition in many ways such as: increasing
the memory and processing resources available to the users;
reducing the search for information, e. g. due to compact-
ing, grouping or visually relating information; enhancing the
detection of patterns; enabling perceptual inference opera-
tions; using perceptual attention mechanisms for the moni-
toring of a large number of potential events; and encoding
information in a manipulable medium [3].

One of the traditional approaches to present retrieved im-
ages in a CBIR system is based on a tabular (grid) disposi-
tion. As mentioned in the introduction, this placement af-
fects similarity comprehension, since it displays images with
different similarity degrees at the same physical distance to
the query pattern.

A solution to overcome this ambiguity is to borrow tech-
niques from the Information Visualization domain. The
method proposed here is based on: (1) placing the query
pattern at the center of the display, and (2) surrounding it
with similar images, with physical distances and sizes pro-
portional to their respective similarity degrees. The less
similar an image is, the smaller and the farther apart from
the center.

This kind of presentation relies on the fact that the user
focus resides on the query pattern and the most similar im-
ages. This so-called focus + context approach is used to both
center the user attention on the result and give the user a
contextual notion of the less similar images. Besides, this
approach avoids image overlapping, a common problem of
some CBIR systems. Two visual structures based on this
method place the images along a spiral or concentric rings.
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3.1 Concentric Rings Presentation
A ring can be defined as a circle. In polar coordinates

a circle can be expressed as r = k, where r is the radial
distance, and k is a constant. Successive rings are built by
changing the k value. Moreover, all rings have the same cen-
ter and successive rings become closer as k increases. The
rings are filled from the innermost ring to the outermost one,
according to image ranking. Figure 2a illustrates the concen-
tric ring visual structure implemented, where dots represent
image thumbprints.

3.2 Spiral Presentation
The most common planar spirals are the spiral of Archime-

des, the hyperbolic spiral and the logarithmic spiral. In
order to contemplate the characteristics proposed into our
method, a spiral line should become closer to itself as it loops
away. This aspect is directly related to the images’ size vari-
ation along the structure. Since hyperbolic and logarithmic
spirals move rapidly away from the origin, they are not ap-
propriate to our goal. Thus, the choice was Archimedes’s
spiral, expressed in a polar equation as r = kθa, where r

is the radial distance, θ is the polar angle, k is a constant
and a is a constant which determines how tightly the spi-
ral “wraps” around itself. Figure 2b illustrates the spiral
adopted, considering k = 2.5 and a = −1.5. Observe that
the greater θ is, the tighter the spiral line becomes, enforcing
the focus on the central region.

There are two different ways to display images along a spi-
ral line. The first associates the image ranking to the spiral
line, in such a way that the images are disposed successively,
at regular distances (Figure 2b). This approach, however,
does not present the real similarity degree. A second alter-
native maps the similarity degree to the spiral line, that is,
the image distance to the query pattern is proportional to
its similarity degree (Figure 2c).

4. IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the prototype implemented. It is

written in Builder C++, running on Windows. It was tested
on a database of 11000 fish images and uses two shape
descriptors called Multiscale Fractal Dimension and Shape
Saliences [20, 21, 22]. This is part of a biodiversity infor-
mation system, where users (biologists) explore a database
containing images and textual descriptions to find out de-
tails about species. Details of this project are outside the
scope of the paper [19].

4.1 Formalizing the Visualization Framework
Research in Information Visualization often uses the ref-

erence model of [3] as a basis to study the cognitive enhance-
ment provided by visual representations. This model defines
a way to analyze successive transformations from raw data
to visual representations, taking into account possible hu-
man interactions within this process through three transfor-
mation stages: data transformation (DT), visual mapping
(VM) and view transformation (VT). The first stage con-
siders that raw data (data in some idiosyncratic format)
are initially transformed into data tables (DT). Tables are
next mapped to structures with graphical properties – visual
structures, displayed on a screen (VM). Finally, these static
structures are transformed into views, which are dynamic,
interactive and information-enriched representations (VT).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Visual Structures. (a) Concentric rings.
(b) Spiral mapping image ranking. (c) Spiral encod-
ing image similarity degree. Note that image size
reduction along the structures is not shown.

Many techniques have been proposed to deal with each
transformation step and the underlying data structures [3].
Details-on-demand is a method used within the data trans-
formation stage to expand a small set of objects revealing
more information about it [1, 3]. Pan and zoom are com-
monly used together within view transformations to change
the viewer’s position and to focus on a specific set of data.
The focus + context approach is also used within a view
transformation stage. It simultaneously combines overview
(context) and detail information (focus), using distortion or
other specific techniques.

Figure 3 analyzes the architecture of our CBIR prototype
under this reference model. The image database represents
the raw data. Image processing algorithms automatically
extract feature vectors that encode the image content. This
extraction phase is the first data transformation, and gen-
erates a data table comprised of each image and its fea-
ture vector (T1). When a user inputs a query image (QI),
a second data transformation occurs: QI’s feature vector
(FQI) is automatically extracted, and the system executes a
matching algorithm to compute the distance from the FQI
to feature vectors stored in T1, thus generating a second
data table (T2). This table stores the distances from FQI
to the feature vector of each database image. A third data
transformation occurs when the user specifies a limit to the
number of images to retrieve, leading to a third data table
(T3) that is a subset of T2. Next, the user chooses the visual
structure to be used: traditional (2D grid), spiral or concen-
tric rings. All three visual structures take into account the
distance values stored into T3. Finally, the user can in-
teractively manipulate the display using details-on-demand,
zoom, pan and focus + context, generating new views of the
chosen visual structure and improving user cognition.

4.2 A Sample User Session
Consider the following sample session. Initially, a user

specifies a query by providing a query image (the query
pattern). Next, the user chooses the descriptor for simi-
larity computation and the visual structure for displaying
the query result – 2D grid, rings or spiral.

The 2D grid-based traditional approach just obeys the
rank. When it reaches the horizontal end of the screen, it
continues the sequence of images on the next line, a typical
use of the so-called folding technique [3]. Figure 4a shows
a screen copy of this standard visualization approach. The
query image is on the left topmost part of the screen. The
result of the query, organized in a 2D grid, is on the large
part on the right. Since we use shape descriptors, the closest
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Figure 3: Information Visualization phases on a CBIR system.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Prototype screen shots. (a) 2D grid approach. (b) Concentric rings approach.

results are fish images whose shapes are most similar to the
query pattern’s shape. Thus, image rotation or scaling are
not taken into consideration in similarity computation. This
is a nice property of the shape descriptors used – see [20, 21,
22] for more details.

Figure 4b shows the result of the same query using the
concentric rings visualization approach. This screen shot
enhances the ring structure with increasing levels of gray to
help focus user attention on the center and provide a better
separation among rings (another technique in visualization
theory). The query image is at the center of the rings. Im-
ages at rings farther from the center are less similar than
those along closer rings.

In a similar fashion, the spiral approach also places the

query image in the center, and fills the spiral with the re-
trieved images. Figure 5 presents the two available spiral
variants. Figure 5a shows a spiral in which images are placed
successively, at regular distances. Figure 5b, in turn, places
the ranked images within the spiral considering their sim-
ilarity degree. This latter approach, however, can overlap
images with similar distance to the query pattern.

Users can interact with the result in many ways. Besides
zoom and pan operations, they can select a specific image
as a new query, or obtain a detail-on-demand box with a
real-sized image and its filename. The user can also control
the number of images displayed (simulating a KNN query)
for all three visual representations. In the case of spiral
representation, the user can threshold the retrieved images
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Prototype screen shots. Spiral placement based on (a) image ranking and (b) similarity.

by their degree of similarity. This corresponds to a range
query, where the search radius is controlled by the user.

The user can specify a new query either by selecting an
image from the retrieved image set or by providing a new
image file name. Besides, the user can provide new query
parameters (e.g. kind of descriptor or number of retrieved
images) via the textual controls at the left part of the screen.

4.3 Relevance Feedback
Relevance feedback is a commonly accepted method to

improve interactive retrieval effectiveness [11]. Basically, it
is composed of three steps: (a) an initial search is made by
the system with a user-supplied query pattern, returning a
small number of images; (b) the user then indicates which
of the retrieved images are useful (relevant); (c) finally, the
system automatically reformulates the original query based
upon user relevance judgments. This process can continue
to iterate until the user is satisfied.

The proposed visual structures can also be used to im-
prove user interaction in the relevance feedback process.
Two kinds of interaction based on direct manipulation are
foreseen. First, a user can move images along the spiral
line. By taking an image away from the spiral center, the
user informs the system that this image is not relevant. The
opposite situation is also true: moving an image closer to
the spiral center increases its relevance for future queries.
A similar interaction can occur on the concentric ring vi-
sual structure. In this case, users can move an image across
rings – relevance increases as the image is moved to a posi-
tion closer to the center.

4.4 Experimentation
Experiments conducted so far did not gather enough data

to prove the superiority of spiral or concentric rings over 2D
grids. So far, our experiments have been conducted with a
limited number of users, that are not experts on research on
fish. This has been a limitation factor on interface evalu-
ation, since we would have to consider many kinds of user

profile. Nevertheless our experiments allow the following
preliminary conclusions:

• alternative (multiple) views of a result are much more
useful than just the usual 2D grid, offering users dis-
tinctive perceptions of relative distances and similari-
ties;

• when the query for k nearest neighbor images involves
large values of k, the result clutters the screen. In
this case, spiral and ring presentations help zooming
into the desired result. For small values of k (typically
when results can be seen in one horizontal line) users
see no advantage in using alternatives to 2D grid.

• users were not aware that extended visualization pre-
sentations were possible. Faced with alternatives, they
began demanding further extensions. The prototype
presents the results ranking all images w.r.t. the query
pattern. An extension would be to allow clustering im-
ages according to the relative distance to each other.
Another request is for 3D presentation, though recent
results seem to indicate that for this kind of query 2D
presentations are better cognition-wise [7].

5. RELATED WORK
Information Visualization is attracting considerable atten-

tion in several domains, such as data mining, data explo-
ration and knowledge discovery (e.g., [10, 23]). In particu-
lar, classification in data mining is often visualized in terms
of data clusters, where each class instance is presented as a
point in a 2D or 3D space. Each cluster represents a data
class, and the distances among clusters allow users to deduce
the relative similarity among classes and their instances.

2D grid presentation can be found in several image database
systems [8, 12, 16]. [2] and [7] try to improve this visual
structure by studying zoom properties to enhance image
browsing. Rodden et al. [13], in turn, investigates whether
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it benefits users to have sets of thumbnails arranged accord-
ing to their similarity, so images that are alike are placed
together. They describe experiments to examine whether
similarity-based arrangements of the candidate images help
in picture selection.

Stan et al. [17] describe an exploration system for an im-
age database, which deals with a tool for visualization of
the database at different levels of details based on a multi-
dimensional scaling technique. This visualization technique
groups together perceptual similar images in a hierarchy of
image clusters. Retrieved images can overlap. The over-
lap problem is also found in El Niño image database [14].
In this context, Tian et al. [18] propose a PCA (Principal
Component Analysis)-based image browser which looks into
an optimization strategy to adjust the position and size of
images in order to minimize overlap (maximize visibility)
while maintaining fidelity to the original positions which are
indicative of mutual similarities.

Spirals and rings are used to visualize information in dif-
ferent domains [4, 9, 24, 25]. [4] and [24] investigate the use
of spirals to visualize time-series. They display data along
a spiral to highlight serial attributes along the spiral axis
and periodic ones along the radii. Mackinlay et. al. [9], in
turn, use a spiral for calendar visualization, building iconic
representations of past daily calendar entries, positioned on
a spiral. A radial layout is used in [25] to visualize graphs.
In this approach, graph nodes are arranged on concentric
rings around the focus node. Each node lies on the ring cor-
responding to its shortest network distance from the focus.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a new approach to improve user in-

teraction in CBIR systems based on applying Information
Visualization research to construct CBIR interfaces. It dis-
cusses two visualization techniques based on Spiral and Con-
centric Rings to explore query results. These visual struc-
tures are centered on keeping user focus on the query image
and on the most similar retrieved images. These strategies
improve traditional 2D grid presentation and avoid image
overlaps, commonly found in CBIR systems.

Ongoing work includes the finalization of user experiments,
and the definition of a new visualization strategy. This strat-
egy extends the proposed methods by considering the mu-
tual similarities among retrieved images. At the same time,
relevance feedback principles are being incorporated to the
prototype.
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